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dakota lithium batteries are un 38 certified and built from grade a cells. dakota lithiums cells are
ul1642 certified and have been tested per iec62133 standards. un manual of tests and criteria

certified, and meets all us & international regulations for air, ground, marine, and train transport.
select battery models are iso certified iso 9001:2008 quality management system & iso 14001:2004

environmental management system for use in industry applications. iec62133 certifications and
additional laboratory services are available as required by our oem clients. yes, for smaller solar

panels that are less than

Auto Xs Battery And Alternator Tester Instructions

when testing the battery and alternator for maximum amps output, a short discharge cycle is used.
this is a single test of the battery and alternator. this test mimics the condition of the battery under
extreme cold weather conditions. the battery should be fully charged, placed on a flat surface, and
the engine disconnected. the test is performed at the time of the battery short test, and should be
repeated several times. for example, the xs power s925 battery has a rated rc of 55 minutes. this

means that with the s925 starting at a full charge at 27c, it can maintain a 25 amp load (similar to a
large cooling fan) for 55 minutes before battery voltage drops to 10.5 volts. it is easy to see how this
rating is very important in determining how well a battery will operate accessories in the event of a
charging system failure, if the vehicle is not properly equipped with an alternator or if the vehicles
engine is not running. for example, if the battery could maintain a 25 amp load for 55 minutes, the
battery's capacity would be 55 x 24 x 60 x 60 = 5.43ah. however, if the battery could maintain the

same load for only 45 minutes, its capacity would be 45 x 24 x 60 x 60 = 2.79ah. the xs power s925
battery has a rated rc of 55 minutes. this means that with the s925 starting at a full charge at 27c, it
can maintain a 25 amp load for 55 minutes before battery voltage drops to 10.5 volts. it is easy to
see how this rating is very important in determining how well a battery will operate accessories in

the event of a charging system failure, if the vehicle is not properly equipped with an alternator or if
the vehicles engine is not running. 5ec8ef588b
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